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Stop Killing Kingsbrook Hospital: Death By a Thousand Cuts!
● Deadly health inequities will worsen if New York lets One Brooklyn Health (OBH) complete
the planned closure of 200+ beds -- and maybe all 300 beds -- at Kingsbrook Jewish Medical
Center in East Flatbush. Kingsbrook is vitally needed to serve its working class, largely Black
(85%) and immigrant (48%) community in Brooklyn that has been hit hard by COVID-19.
● OBH aims to end Kingsbrook’s inpatient care soon -- by September, some nurses were told.
The surgical floor and some other units already closed. While delaying a May closure plan,
OBH last week shut the scarce geriatric psych beds, despite promises that those would stay
open at Kingsbrook. Yet many East Flatbush residents still don’t know of the plan to close.
● Kingsbrook’s intensive care unit is 99% full, the 2nd fullest ICU in NYC. The OBH Brookdale
Hospital ICU is 92% occupied. (Week ending 4/22.) COVID admissions are now falling in NYC, but
Kingsbrook’s emergency room and other units are busy, and the pandemic’s future is
unsure.
To protect Brooklyn, the racist plan to close Kingsbrook must be halted -- as was the recent
scheme to slash Rockaway hospital beds. We urge a moratorium on hospital closings and
capacity cuts until after the pandemic and after New York’s needs have been re-evaluated.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Inequity -- Abandoning Unprofitable Patients
● OBH’s plan projects only 30% of current Kingsbrook inpatient volume will go to the 2 other
OBH hospitals, Brookdale and Interfaith. The plan openly says much of the other 70% “will
not materialize.” Evidence from past closings shows that often about 30% of inpatients
simply disappear (they don’t trust other sites, don’t know where to go, can’t get there, etc.)
● Need for care won’t vanish if a hospital does. This unconscionable proposal does nothing to
secure care for 70% of Kingsbrook’s 8000 annual inpatients. NY must not abandon them!
● Yet OBH openly says it aims to attract commercially-insured patients who now go elsewhere
for “high acuity services that command higher reimbursement.”
● This is a plan to dump Kingsbrook’s largely Black and immigrant patients -- mainly on
Medicaid or uninsured -- for more profitable patients, not to improve hospital efficiency
or to improve care for Kingsbrook patients or East Flatbush residents.
Other Dangers of Closing
● The NY Public Health & Health Planning Council (PHHPC) OK’d closing Kingsbrook without a
full review of its impact on access to care and with little community notice.
● Dangers of a closing include longer travel times to both emergency and routine care, worse
racial inequities in care and health, and other Brooklyn hospitals becoming more crowded.

● Remaining hospitals raise prices. Patients move to costlier teaching hospitals. Costs RISE.
●

Another danger is losing flood-safe
capacity. Many Brooklyn hospitals face
flood risk, but Kingsbrook does not. The
risks will worsen with increasing climate
change. After Hurricane Sandy,
Kingsbrook sheltered patients from a
flooded hospital and from one of many
evacuated nursing homes. Kingsbrook’s
inpatient beds will be vital in a weather
disaster. (See evacuation zone map.)

● OBH promises to leave a free-standing
emergency room -- but can that survive?
Need for Hospital Capacity Must Be Reassessed
● New evidence is that 30% of hospitalized COVID patients may need repeat admissions.
● NYC clearly needs surge capacity. We can’t yet assess post-pandemic needs for inpatient
care, but Gov. Cuomo’s Dept. of Health still recklessly seeks to slash hospital capacity. Its
recent plan to radically slash beds in Rockaway is rightly paused, after public outcry.
● It’s outrageous that NY state approved a plan ignoring 70% of Kingsbrook patients -projecting “30% of KJMC occupancy absorbed” at Interfaith & Brookdale. “[O]ther utilization
will either be captured by other area hospitals or will not materialize.” (PHHPC 9/24/20)
● Primary care and outpatient services need investment in East Flatbush, as in most of NY.
Only poorer communities get told that they cannot have those AND inpatient beds.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ACTION NEEDED! TO PROTECT BROOKLYN, KINGSBROOK HOSPITAL MUST STAY OPEN!
To protect all of NY, we support the urgent calls* for a statewide moratorium on hospital
closings and capacity cuts till after the pandemic emergency is declared over and after a
thorough reassessment of needs in light of post-COVID readmissions, pent-up demand, new
awareness of need for surge capacity, our aging population, and long-standing equity concerns.
● KINGSBROOK COMMUNITY ACTION COMMITTEE DEMANDS in addition:
○
All KJMC services and inpatient beds remain active, fully staffed, indefinitely
○
Authorities must stop draining Kingsbrook of resources
○
Scrap the undemocratic, outdated 2016 plan to close Kingsbrook inpatient beds
○
Safety-net hospitals across New York State need full, equitable funding.
* Calls for a moratorium on NY hospital capacity cuts and closings were issued by the Community Service Society
- NY last year, and - in 2020 and again this month - by an alliance, Community Voices for Health System
Accountability, that includes Children’s Defense Fund-NY, Center for Independence of the Disabled NY, March of
Dimes, Medicaid Matters NY, Metro NY Health Care for All, NY StateWide Senior Action Council and more.
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